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George L. Edgar, Esq. ., j /

Morgan, Lewis & Bockius y
1800 M Street, NW. a e

,

'

Washington, DC 20036

Subject: Return of the General Electric Reed Report

Dear Mr. Edgar: ,

This letter responds to your October 10 letter requesting return
of the Reed Report to the General Electric Company pursuant to 10
CFR 2.790(c). Af ter due consideration, based on its interpreta-
tion of the Freedom of Information Act, the Commission has denied
your request. The separate views of Commissioners.Hendrie and
Bradford are enclosed. Chairman Ahearne notes his basic agree-
ment with the views expressed by Commissioner Hendrie.

dnder the terms of an order entered by Judge Robinson in General'

Electric Co. v..NRC, et al., D.D.C. No. 80-2659, the Commission
will retain possession of the Report until the various claims
witn respect to the Report are resolved in federal district
Court.

Sincerely,

2L -

-o
Leonard Bickwit, Jr.
General Counsel

Enclosures:
Separate Views of Commissioners

Hendrie, Bradford

Peter Penner, Prairie Alliancecc:
Brian D. Hunt, Sunbelt Educational Foundation . .
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Separate Views of Commissioner Hendrie
:

I strongly disagree with the split Commission decision to disclose the o

General Electric Company's Nuclear Reactor Study, known as the Reed Report.
NRC acquired the Reed Report through GE's voluntary cooperation on the written
understanding that the confidentiality and privileged nature of the document
would be respected by the Commission. Under'these circumstances it is
patently unfair to treat the document as an agency' record and release'it. The
Commission's split decision to release the Reed Rep' ort welches on its assur-
ances to GE, signals the industry to be much more circumspect in its dealings .

with NRC, and will hamper the Commission in the future in obtaining important
infomation promptly from vendors and licensees. In short, not only is the
Commission's decision to release the P.eed Report a breach of its word; it is
also disnial regulatory policy.

For this we can thank not only the Commissioners who have voted for
release but the Department of Justice as well. . Urged by one of its members
the Commission decided to solicit the Department's advice on whether the Reed
Report was an agency record for purposes of the Freedom of Infomation Act.
The Department advised that it was an agency record and that the Department
would refuse to defend in court the contrary position. It is well to recall
at this point that the Reed Report is a product improvement study intended by
GE to study the marketing and economic aspects of the availability and per-
fomance of GE's boiling water reactors. NRC had no involvement in the
creation or core planning and execution of the document, and it was created
without regard to any NRC regulatory progrtm. When it was completed in 1975,

GE reviewed the Report to detemine wheth.er it contained any safety-reltted
infomation reportable to the NRC under Section 206 of the Energy Reorganiza-
tion Act. GE concluded that it did not since NRC was aware of all safety
issues mentioned in the Report, but nevertheless reported the results of its
review to the NRC Chaiman. The NRC senior staff thereupon reviewed the Reed
Report in GE offices in 1976, concluded that the focus of the Report was
marketing rather than safety, and that the NRC did not need a copy of the
Report for its work. The matter was thoroughly explored by Congress 4-1/2
years ago. See Hearings on " Investigation of Charges Related to Nuclear
Reactor Safety," before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, 94th Cong., 2d
Sess. , Vol .1 (Feb.-l'. arch 1976).

As I noted at the outset a Commission Licensing Board later obtained the
|

Re'ed Report in confidence from GE during administrative hearings on the
! licensing of the Black Fox nuclear power plant. An appropriate protective

order, recognizing that confidence, was entered into. Given these facts the
Department's position that the report is an NRC record seems to me wholly
misguideo. The Department's advice revealed a fundamental misunderstanding of

,

the facts and a patent lack of deference due the views of this agency on the
importance to its regulatory charter of promptly obtaining infomation that
might have a bearing on nuclear safety issues. The NRC regulatory program has
always relied on voluntary industry cooperation, especially in providing
access to infomation that might otherwise not have been required to be
submitted to the NRC, Disclosure of such infomation, provided in confidence
to assist the NRC, will undermine that important aspect of the agency program.
Groups, such as GE, will be less likely to produce such documents for NRC's
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use, and the Commission will become mired in subpoena enforcement proceedings
to procure the infomation it wants. Even'if NRC were to prevail in such
proceedings, the cost to the agency in time,, resources, and lack of prompt
infomation would be high.

'

.

For these reasons I believe that disclosure of the Reed Report is a grave
mistake. This should be an object lesson for those who would deal with NRC

i with any sense of trust. From this turn of events,. I must strongly dissent. '
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER BRADFORD

:

This case does not turn on a breach of-confidence by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission. The extension of confidential protection to the

Reed Report depended on a 1978 NRC staff conclusion, specifically described

as preliminary, that the Report contained proprietary information.

Neither the current staff position nor the Commissio'n opinions dispute

that in fact the Reed Report does not contain prcprietary information..

Without proprietary information or some other basis for confidentiality,

an agency record cannot be withheld given the strong public interest in

full access to nuclear safety information that is embodied in our

applications of the Freedom of Information Act. The Nuclear Regulatory

Commission protected this document for the five years during which it

_ was believed to contain proprietary information. Indeed, it remains

protected to this day in order that General Electric may have its day in
court.

To understand fully why the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's relation-

ship with the nuclear industry is not at issue here, one must begin with

an accurate history of the NRC's dealings with the Reed Report. The

most significant points are as follows:

1) The Reed Report was not reported to the NRC. Its existence
1

was disclosed orally in "very general" / terms to the Chairman and one

other Commissioner at a luncheon at the San Francisco airport on August
21, 1975. This is not " reporting" as that term is normally used in
nuclear regulation. Of course, GE was not required to report the document.

-1/ " Investigation of Charces Relating to Nuclear Reactor Safety,"
Hearings of the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, February 18, 23,
and 24, and liarch 2 and 4,1976. Volume II, p. 1774.

.
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However, claims that GE voluntarily reported it to the NRC are excessive.

2) The Reed Report was mentioned in passing to the New York

Society of Security Analysts by GE Chairman Reginald Jones in a question-

and-answer session on December 17, 1975. The contents of the Report

were not mentioned, other than that they " confirmed" GE's general approach

to the nuclear business. The document was described as " overwhelming .

. . . a five-foot shelf."

3) The genercl nature of the Reed Report became public in February,

1976, not as a result of the luncheon five months earlier, but because

three GE engineers resi ned in protest of safety deficiencies. These3

engineers discussed the Report in testimony before Congress on February

18, 1976, and GE then described it further at subsequent Joint Committee
- sessions.

4) Beginning the following Sunday, February F2, nine days before

the NRC was due to respond to the former GE engineers' testimony, two

members of the NRC staff reviewed the Report for the first time. This
2/

review was explicitly "as a result of the February 18 tes,timony," not
the August 21 luncheon. It did conclude that, while nymerous safety

matters were discussed, no new safety concerns were raised by the document.

It made no determination as to whether the Report contained proprietary

information. Instead of a five foot shelf, the document reviewed totaled

713 pages and was three and one-half inches thick.

5) Seventeen months later, the NRC staff did find that the three

and one-half inch version of the Reed Report was proprietary information

and so informed General Electric in a July 10, 1978 letter from Roger

Mattson to:Glenn Sherwood.
.

2/ Ibid, p.1495.
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6) On August 25, 1978, the Commission was advised by its Office

of Policy Evaluation that that office could not "see the basis for

categorizing the entire list of items as proprietary."

7) In a December 27, 1978 letter to Congressman John Dingell, the

Comission made clear that it considered the staff's August determination

regarding proprietary information to be tentative. Specifically, it

noted that the Report was the subject of agency litigation and indicated

that "the Commission normally treats documents of this type as proprietary

pendino a final determination (emphasis added)." The letter, itself a

public document, states that General Electric will be notified.

8) On October 18, 1978, the Licensing Board in the Black _ Fox case

issued a subpoena requiring GE to produce the Reed Report. GE moved to
- quash the subpoena on October 30. On January 2,1979, GE proposed a

settlement which the Board approved, thereby rendering moot the motion

to quash. The Board's order noted that the Report was available "in

confidence." The order makes clear that this "in confidence" status is
based upon the proprietary information contained in the document. ~

j 9) On June 5, 1979, a Freedom of Information Act request for the

Reed Report was filed by the Sunbelt Edrcational Foundation. This

request was denied by the Black Fox Licensing Board on June 18. An

appeal was taken in a letter of June 28.

10) On March 19, 1980, in the context of the Sunbelt FOIA appeal,

the General Counsel asked the Justice Department whether the document

constituted an agency record within the meaning of the Freedom of Infor-

mation Act. This request was made as a result of a 3-2 Commission vote

(Comissior)ers Hendrie and Ahearne dissenting). The Department replied
.
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that the Reed Report was an agedcy record. Both the Commission and the ,

Justice Department took the position that if the document contained

proprietary information, such information tould still be withheld.

11) On September 9, 1980, the NRC staff in effect revoked the July

10, 1978 letter and concluded that " General Electric has not provided
,

the agency with sufficient bases to support the vie'w that public dis-

closure of the Reed Report would cause substantial harm to its competitive

position." Since this memorandun notes that the Reed Report is now some

five years old, it may not be entirely inconsistent with the equally

brief determination that the document was proprietary that was made in

July 1978, when the material was somewhat more current.

12) On October 16, 1980, the Commission split 2-2 and thereby

- failed to apply any of the Freedom of Information Act exemptions. No

Commissioner argued, then or now, that the proprietary information

exemption was applicable.

* * *

.

The foregoing chronology makes very clear that the Commission's

ability to cooperate with the nuclear industry is not at issue here.

The only diffu.:lt question in this case is the narrow one presented by

the Commission's having to disregard the fact that the document in

question is in the Licensing Board's possession "in confidence." In

this context, two points must be understood:

First, given that the document is an agency record, the confidence

in which it is held derives entirely from General Electric's claim that
.

,-- -- -y.. p # y- ---+w-----., --m.w -. , . + +y -
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it is proprietary. Had the HRC feview shown it to be proprietary, it

would have been withheld.

Second, the fact is that the subpoena for the Reed Report would

very likely have been enforced had GE not entered into the confidential

agreement. Had that happened, the document would in all likelihood be

public already. Hence, to term this phase of the case an example of
.

" voluntary" cooperation is again somewhat misleading. The alternative

from GE's point of view was not to withhold the document; it was to be

compelled to produce it. Even granting the possibil' es of delay in

litigation, it is a mistake to visualize this as < ituation in which

the company had a choice that would have enabled it to keep the document

to itself and chose instead to cooperate " voluntarily."

- In conclusion then, assertions to the effect that the NRC will no

longer be able to rely on voluntary industrial cooperation "especially

in providing access to information that might not have otherwise have

been required to be submitted to the NRC" are unfathomable. Vendors and

utilities remain under an affirmative duty to provide safety-significant

information. That has never been an issue in this case. If the HRC
:

requires access to documents to verify their lack of safety significance,

visits to company offices or other protective arrangements remain as
I

available and as effective as they have been for five years in this

case. Licensing proceedings in which documents containing proprietary

information must be reviewed will not be subverted by the Freedom of

Information Act because proprietary information will be protected.

Self-flagellating statements to the effect that the NRC is no longer to

be trusted are more likely to undermine cooperation than is a clear
!

.
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understanding of what has actuaYly occurred in the case of the Reed

Report.
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MORGAN, LEWIS & BoCKlUS
COUNSELORS AT law

16 0 0 M ST R E ET, N. W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 2cO36

TELEPaosst:(202) 872-5000
Castr Aconcss: MORLCBOCK

Trita:89 627

October 10, 1980

HAND DELIVER

Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
1717 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20555

l Re: General Electric Reed Report

Dear Mr. Chilk:

As you know, General Electric (GE) provided a copy
of the Reed Report in confidence to the Atomic Safety and
Licensing Board in Eie Public Service Company of Oklahoma,
et al. (Black Fox 1 and 2) construction permit proceeding
for certain specific purposes identified in the Licensing
Board's Protective Order, dated January 5, 1980 in that pro-
ceeding.

GE had previously provided the Commission with a
list of safety related items and a summary status report on
these items extracted from the Reed Report and had requested

| that this information be withheld from public disclosure pur-
er dated July 10, 1978,
ems Safety of the Office
* s request for w h

DUPLICATE DOCUMENT disclosure under 10 C.F.R.
.

SPecifically stated:Entire document previously
entered into system under:

ANO [h h b
No. of pages:
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